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Abstract: 

The mission of the Study of Maritime Equipment Industry in 
Croatia has been to determine the product ranges, quality of the 
products, business models of the companies, and their supply and 
market channels. 

The study has identified strengths and weakness of the sector, as 
well as identified some recommendations related to possible further  
development and new business opportunities at the end of study. 

 
Shortly, recommendations for further development of the sector 

are as follows: 

 Setting up of maritime equipment cluster(s) 

 Development of join supply channels – Professionalizing 
the purchasing functions 

 Maritime equipment as packages for global marketing 

 Series production to improve competitiveness and 
reliability 

 Create a professional ship design and engineering 
company 
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2 Introduction  

The main objective for CroNoMar is to identify interesting business opportunities, and to try to 
implement them in business-relations together with interested cooperating partners in both Croatia 
and Norway. 

CroNoMar’s goal is to identify potentials for business improvements, and markets for new 
products and services in maritime and marine sector, and to participate in processes to 
commercialize these new business propositions. The end-result should be prosperous new jobs and 
activities in Croatia. 

CroNoMar is spending considerable resources on stimulation activities and studies in order to 
identify and generate deal-flow of new commercial ideas and business opportunities in Croatia. 

 
The types of stimulation activity will be: 

 PR and publicity activities to market our services and contribute to an improved business 
oriented culture and attitudes in the region. Establish good relations to relevant public and 
private development agencies where potential idea-holders seek assistance and contribution  

 Act proactively towards national R&D-institutes, educational institution and students from 
the region to be trained in entrepreneurship and look for maritime relate business 
opportunities during their studies 

 Establish proactive cooperation’s with existing business communities, national and regional 
public authorities, with financial and knowledge development organizations, branches, 
clusters, unions, associations, etc,  in order to highlight non-released potentials and 
opportunities for new businesses and new business models,  and  jointly take new  ideas 
into: 

o Feasibility studies 
o Pre-projects 
o Development project 

for further development and evaluation as new business opportunities 
 
The prime objective with feasibility studies is two-sided: 

 Identify new marine and maritime business concepts that are relevant as new competitive 
products and services to be produced and marketed from Croatia. 

 Identify cooperative partners in both Croatia and Norway that have interest and capabilities 
to be our partners in such commercialization. 

A secondary result is that these studies very likely will identify considerable improvement 
potentials by upgrading the existing structure and operational focus of integrated business -branches 
and –sectors. Such business opportunities have the greatest potential but are very demanding and 
can only be achieved by long term close cooperation with all parties from individual private 
companies and local and national agencies and policy makers. 
 

This feasibility study will focus on the Maritime equipment industry. CroNoMar has visited and 
discussed with many such companies and related associations, Chamber of Economy, university 
faculties and R&D institutes, local authorities and central ministries. Our objective is first and 
foremost to make an overview of the sector. In addition we want to identify both challenges in the 
sector and willingness and ambitions for improvements in order to make the sector and the 
individual companies more robust and competitive. CroNoMar has a special focus on possibilities and 
opportunities for improved or new products and services, and update of business models in order to 
improve the competitiveness of the sector, and thus to make it more attractive for cooperating 
partners and expansion. New products, new services and new companies are a part of this. 
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In appendix we have presented an overview of the whole sector divided into Engine-room 
equipment, Deck Equipment, Accommodation, Electrical equipment, Cargo Equipment and Other 
equipment 

    
Based on experience from several other feasibility studies like “Working Boat” and “Leisure Boats 

Industry in Croatia”, this study will have particular emphasis on some issues where we already have 
experienced challenges for Croatia:  

Commercial terms for sub-supplies of materials and equipment on Croatian market are far from 
global standard. Examples show double price compared to World market. (Aluminium price in 
Croatia more than5€/kg, while world market offer with delivery to Croatia is 3€/kg (September 
2009)). 

 Customer focus where service level, availability and delivery time for equipment/services 
seems below market standard 

 How to improve competitiveness and improve potential for increased share of worldwide 
markets.  

 
In the following chapters we will take a look on Croatian ship equipment supply channels, later on 

we will try to analyze potential for improvement of business models in order to achieve global 
competitive delivery terms for Croatian manufactured ship equipment on global markets. Also sub 
supplies of global products to Croatian manufacturers is challenging and destroying competitiveness  

In addition the study will take a look on Croatian producers of equipment and scope of their 
products, where we will analyze if some of the products can be distributed globally and if product 
portfolios can be increased and/or readjusted in order to become more competitive both globally 
and on the Croatian market.  
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3 Maritime Equipment Sector in Croatia 

Croatia, as a country with very long and traditional shipbuilding industry, has many maritime 
equipment manufacturers with wide range of products. Croatia has about 180 manufacturers of 
various types of maritime equipment like individual components, assemblies, units and equipment as 
well as service providers. Products, equipment and services of manufacturers are marketwise 
focused towards local shipbuilding industry and constitute in this way also a considerable part of the 
competitiveness of the Croatian shipyards. The potential of these products are much wider than the 
local shipbuilding industry. 

 
The total number of employees is amounts of some 25,000 with approximately 20% of 

manufacturing programmes dedicated to the fitting-out of ships and other floating vessels. 
These manufacturers are described in appendix and sorted into groups like: 

 Engine room equipment 

 Deck Equipment 

 Accommodation 

 Electrical equipment 

 Cargo Equipment 

 Other equipment 
All mentioned is related to ship building industry where final products as such are big vessels, 

traditionally produced in Croatian shipyards and equipment installed on the vessels are state of 
technology from twenty years ago. Mostly such equipment are big diesel engines, generators, 
various piping elements, gangways, hatch covers etc, where the final market for manufacturers were 
ships built in Croatian shipyards like: oil tankers, dry bulk carriers, container ships or similar standard 
and big ships.  

The maritime equipment products of today are to an increasing extent own designs and based on 
own development. The industry has today close relations to universities and R&D institutes, and 
quality of the products and competence in both development and production are not a major 
challenges. Traditionally the more advanced products are licence production of designs from global 
players.  

 
Most of the equipment producers were established in profitable business models of their times, 

oriented towards an eastern bloc governmental purchasing market. Later on during the nineties and 
war activities taking place in this region, many of the manufacturers didn’t manage to follow up 
towards a more open and competitive world market.  

Some factors are relevant to that issue: 
- Croatia was under the world embargo. Many new buildings of ships were cancelled and there 

were few new orders of ships. The maritime equipment producers that were oriented 
towards the domestic market were accordingly suffering. 

- War activities resulted with production of war equipment (guns, vehicles and all logistic 
support for army troops) 

- Behind the curtains of war and liberation, some non-transparent privatization processes of 
national companies has taken place in Croatia. Several such affairs are still coming out to 
surface. 

Professionally, this has taken focus and considerable resources away from development of 
professional competitiveness of the industry for more than 10 years.  

 
On the other hand, Croatian leisure boat industry is in a start-up phase after privatization where 

many equipment producers are looking into these markets both domestically and globally. These 
small producers are much more market oriented, fighting for their survival and competitiveness. 
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Even the producers of “heavy” equipment are getting close to leisure or yachts industry where 
added value on their products can be made. Typical example is company Adria Winch, where they 
are selling same winches with “fancy” finishing and coating to leisure and yachts industry for double 
price.  

Unfortunately, a governmental short term extraordinary tax regime on luxury consume (leisure-
boats, airplanes, and similar) is presently putting an extra burden to this industry on the domestic 
market.  

 
These producers of smaller maritime equipment are very open for collaboration and 

improvement of business models, in order to improve market competitiveness. This can be a focal 
point for CroNoMar assisting them in processes of finding new partners for business development 
and new partnership for market development. 

 The bigger traditional old system producers will be more challenging to take out from traditional 
governmental “jaws” and assist towards global markets. Here are needs both for upgrading and 
professionalizing of ownership and management together with national regulations, culture, ethics 
and new business models. 

 

Affiliation of Marine Equipment Manufacturers  

In the middle of 1998 an Affiliation of Marine Equipment Manufacturers was established within 
the Croatian Chamber of Economy. The purpose being to gather together all manufacturers of 
maritime equipment and suppliers of services to the industry, in order to: 

 Unify promotional activities towards both local and foreign companies. 

 Identify new markets, new strategic partners, establish co-operation in product design, 
research and development, manufacture and the transfer of know-how. 

 Achieve joint representation in relations with state or governmental institutions, banks and 
large investors, and secure the most favourable business conditions. 

 Agree upon the further development of manufacturing programmes, supported by greater 
participation in development, research and scientific institutions. 

 
The Affiliation of Marine Equipment Manufacturers is a member of the European Marine Equipment 
Council (EMEC). 

Seen from CroNoMar’s perspective, this affiliation has a very relevant ambition and a 
considerable potential provided that the members manage to collaborate and build common ground 
when approaching more open and global markets. The main challenge is that market penetrations 
take many years of joint efforts, and some members will succeed before others..... 

 
Some of the producers of maritime equipment are also members of Small Shipbuilding Cluster; 

with the ambition that cooperation and membership in a cluster can help them towards increased 
professionalism and competitiveness. No significant results have been seen so far. On the other hand 
the members are also in Croatian Chamber of Economy where Affiliation of Manufacturers of Naval 
Equipment exists. 

Competition amongst affiliations should be avoided. May be the small boat cluster should be 
redirected towards a more focused group like leisure-boats or similar? 
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4 Market as seen from Croatia; Distribution Channels, Market 
Conditions, Promotions 

Shipping has been an open market since the Second World War. In the open world, shipbuilding 
and maritime equipment markets has been very global since the 1980-ies. Western Europe 
restructured the shipbuilding industry in the 1980-ies and the Asian countries has since then been 
major players on this global market. In Asia it started with Japan, moved to South Korea, has 
presently focus on China, and Vietnam is an emerging shipbuilding nation. 

The Croatian Maritime Equipment manufacturers are very dependent on the domestic 
shipbuilding market, and they have lost minimum one decade in development of market and 
distribution channels towards the global market.  

The Croatian shipbuilding industry was considerable in the former Eastern European bloc. The 
domestic shipbuilding industry has experienced downturn since 1990-ies and lately also recession. 
Producers of maritime equipment have been facing the same negative development. A decrease in 
domestic market has, for a period, been compensated by their good knowledge of the Russian 
market, and Croatian maritime equipment producers do still have strong and good relation with 
Russian and other ex USSR republics.  

In a longer perspective the Croatian maritime equipment manufacturers are forced to be present 
on international markets if they want to be present at a sustainable market. Ship transportation is by 
nature international, and so it is the design, building, equipment and operation including crewing. 

 
The maritime equipment industry in Croatia has three main challenges in order to be globally 

present and successful. 

 Development and maintenance of market, distribution and support channels. This is a 
considerable and long-perspective investment 

 Being customer oriented and primarily build trust that production will be delivered on 
time including logistics, and products will be the requested quality and documentation. 
This has to do with competences and culture/ethics more than investments 

 Products are normally 50 % external sub-supplies, and competitive supply channels are 
required with quality, price and delivery time as main issues. Professionalizing is a key 
word 

 
A measure of Croatian competitiveness in global markets for maritime equipment could be a 
successful representative office for a group of Croatian complementary maritime equipment 
manufacturers in China selling Croatian maritime equipment to Chinese shipyards. 
 

Some of the producers are able to fight for market in global perspective, but there are still many 
of them playing on old traditional domestic markets. There is absolutely a need for increased market 
promotion.  

It is not to disregard some historical issues already mentioned, but there are still many producers 
that have relevant products and competences in order to become globally competitive.  The main 
challenges might be professionalizing of ownership and management. In this respect there are more 
routes towards positive solutions like: 

 Privatization and professionalization 

 Strategic partnership in professional and global environment 

 Accept sub-supplier role as the possibly fastest route towards global competitiveness 
and commercial success. 

 
There is no national strategy or national programs for international fairs promotions oriented 

towards this sector. Neither exist promotion programs for development of representative offices in 
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relevant markets. A national strategy would be of a great help both for motivation and support of 
such initiatives. 

At present, many of the producers are not attending relevant international fairs for their products 
and services. 

  
Some of the producers seem to be successful by establishing sub-supplier status in relation to 

global Scandinavian companies where maritime industry has a strong global position. Some 
examples: 

- Adria Winch is delivering winches into specialized systems solutions delivered in the 
market by Odim from Norway 

- Radež from Korčula is producing hatch-covers and cranes for both TTS in Norway and 
MacGregor in Finland. 

- NCP’s licence production of floating pontoons for marinas in cooperation with Marinetek 
from Finland. 
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5 Delivery terms: Production and Financing 

The production is today both the final product and the associated documentation where the 
latter has become increasingly important. In specialized and high-cost markets there are increasing 
requirements to document both the final quality and operational matters as well as origin and 
tracing of materials used, working/labour conditions both at own premises and of all sub and sub-sub 
suppliers. The production is thus just as much logistics as production, qualifications and 
routines/procedures of personnel at own premises. 

 
Project oriented production of a single products is today less relevant for equipment 

manufacturers. In order to obtain proper quality and efficiency, manufacturers must aim at series 
production. This means less investment on steadily new and tailored single products and more 
investment in standardization of components and working procedures in order to make production 
processes most efficient and repetitive. 

Croatian maritime equipment manufacturers have more traditions for investing in refining 
products instead of refining production routines and investing more in markets in order always to 
have a long order-book allowing for series production. 

 
Financing is also an important topic for stable production and delivery terms. Credibility and 

financial schemes must be adapted to international conditions. From the CroNoMars’ experience 
many companies are hardly solvent, and there is a general culture for not to fulfil payment terms 
amongst domestic yards. We have seen products ready for shipment but delivery is delayed while 
waiting for payment for a previous delivery. This makes companies to operate with focus on a very 
short term profits and liquidity, and they lose focus on longer term business development. A typical 
contract in the maritime equipment market is Letter of Credits for payment on delivery, or 30-90 
days credit-line after received supply. 

In order for maritime equipment manufacturers to operate globally they need global financial 
terms. They need to have stable credit lines towards banks for working capital within limits of 
contract values, and they should not use short term account receivable companies. 
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6 SWOT Analysis 

 

Strength 
  

Weakness 

 

 Shipbuilding tradition 

 High quality final products 

 Cheap labour compared to productivity and 
quality 

 Local presence of customers (shipyards) 

 Close cooperation with Universities 
 

 

 

 Custom products production – “one off” 

 Weak national economy – lack of state 
support to business development 

 Weak economic power of the manufactures 

 Low labour productivity, caused by poor 
management 

 Weak awareness of global competition and 
their supply channels 

 

 

 Creating global shared market initiation and 
supply channels 

 Products to be part of maritime equipment 
packages 

 Cluster effect – sharing investments in 
market development and equipment 
production 

 Serial production to replace custom 

 Open relation to global market and use 
CroNoMar as entrance gate to Norwegian 
market 

 Opening to EU membership 

 

 Cheaper labour cost for same productivity 
compared with eastern countries 

 Non reliable national regulations  

 Lack of technology transfer centres to 
connect R&D’s with businesses 

 Non developed market strategies 

 Business models oriented to products and 
not to customer requirements 

 

Opportunities 
  

Treats 
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7 Conclusions & Recommendations for Development of Sector 

7.1 Conclusions 

The purpose of this study was to analyze Croatian Maritime Equipment producers, including 
maritime equipment purchasing routines, market and distribution channels. Survey of the maritime 
equipment production in Croatia was done together with Croatian Chamber of Economy. Further on 
direct contact with some of the maritime equipment producers was established in order to test their 
way of manufacturing, business models, supply and market channels and openness for business 
development in future.  

 
CroNoMar’s working boat project, where we had lots of challenges with supply channels, was 

used as template when it comes to supply channels in Croatia. During the working boat project we 
experienced Croatian ship builder’s habits, where they purchase raw material on local market 
together with maritime equipment. Such a way of purchasing helps domestic traders to increase 
their profit, where such profit can be more than 100%. With this habit of high profits, traders are 
becoming too relaxed without second thought about competition; where in Croatia for them 
competition doesn’t exist at all. On a longer run this business model will kill the traders themselves, 
and they won’t be able to compete any more since they haven’t been in competition for a while. On 
a working boat project we provoked local ship builders to try purchasing on global market. At the 
end, this model resulted with signed contract for new-building. It needs to be mentioned that this 
process of creating competitiveness took half a year period.    

To establish a trading company in Croatia, where the main occupation/profession should be to 
look around the globe to find most competitive equipment and material price, could be a win-win 
situation, both for a company and, domestic ship builders.  

 
The maritime equipment industry in Croatia has basically 3 main challenges. These are as follows: 

 The industry must be competitive in order to win contracts. The purchasing market is 
global and the same terms must be anticipated both internationally and domestically. 

 Development of global marketing includes also establishment of supply channels and 
after-sale support, and it will take a number of years to develop such stand-alone 
structures 

 There is a need for trustworthy and competitive financing channels and credit lines for 
export. Banks and guarantee funds must be available with globally accepted terms. 

 
CroNoMar can, to a certain extent, participate in different ways to cope with these challenges and 

to build relations and references towards the shipping and shipbuilding business environment in 
Norway including relations towards individual companies in the sector. Seen from CroNoMar, our 
recommendations would be that the following topics are to be addressed both by the sector as such 
and by individual companies in Croatia that want to be directed in that way. 
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7.2 Recommendations 

 

Setting Up of Maritime Equipment Clusters 

The connections and relations between maritime equipment producers so far is mostly 
competitive, and they are not familiar with joint venture opportunities where joint commitment and 
cooperation could play important role in order for joint and cost-sharing further development of 
each individual company. 

The Affiliation of Manufacturers of Naval Equipment under Croatian Chamber of Economy exists. 
This is a good start, but this organization is a kind of volunteering base. From CroNoMars’ perspective 
there is a need for more commitment and professional organization, in order to make one or more 
stronger groups. Such groups must be organized according to objective like for instance: 

 A group for joint product development should consist of partners within the same 
product family and within the same technologies in order to take profit of joint 
development of product-knowhow, customer/application requirements etc 

 A group for joint marketing should consist of companies with complementary products 
but same potential markets/applications in order to take profit of providing through 
same market channels a whole product family. For instance Propulsion systems, Cargo 
handling equipment etc 

 
Cluster development is presently a popular political phrase, and such groups might very well be 

called clusters. Then there could be clusters for product development where Universities and R&D 
institutes were involved, while marketing clusters would more involve external partners like trade 
and promotional councils/agencies. 

 
The present Boat-building cluster might be too diversified and not enough focused. It is likely that 

there should be one or more clusters for maritime equipment producers. In the domestic market, the 
communication between maritime equipment producers and ship builders is weak and both parties 
should listen to each other when developing new products.  

  
Maritime equipment cluster have to be set-up in order to speed-up and develop international and 

domestic activities of maritime equipment manufactures and maritime equipment traders with 
objective to be more competitive and more present on global market. 

 
CroNoMar can be an interesting body in formulation of such clusters. CroNoMar can be less 

dangerous and more commercially focused, having experience that simplifies the processes to 
create cooperation amongst traditional competitors. CroNoMar would like to discuss with other 
players in Croatian maritime equipment industry to define business model and set-up Maritime 
Equipment Cluster. In new maritime equipment cluster we would like to be a partner with limited 
ownership of 20%. 

 

Join Supply Channels – Setting Up Purchasing Company 

When it comes to supply channels Croatian maritime equipment produces, together with 
maritime equipments suppliers are using different supply channels, approaching to small Croatian 
market make them uncompetitive with global players. Further to mentioned, global players are 
winning bigger contracts and domestic small producers stays on small domestic market.  

Experience shows that Croatian shipbuilding industry and maritime equipment manufactures 
loose considerable part of their competitiveness by non professional purchasing or sub-supplies. In 
Croatia purchasing channels are week and there is a much space left to increase quality of those 
channels. Croatian purchasers are doubling product final price with profit margins up to 100%. This 
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resulted in non-competitive final price and loosing of customers, where the normal profit margin 
would be expected on level of 10-20%. 

 
CroNoMar would like to assist to improve purchasing if there is an interest among the other 

players in Croatia either in between suppliers or shipyards. Therefore we suggest that some ways of 
purchasing could be established and we would like to be a partner or consultant for the following 
topics: 

 To improve internal competence and routines in each yard through developing and 
educating purchasing department. CroNoMar can provide education courses in that field 
as a consultancy service. 

 To joint effort amongst several yards to set up a purchasing company and CroNoMar 
could be a 20 % partner in this new business company. 

 Establishment of a web-site for the shipbuilding branch for buying maritime equipment 
on world market, where improvements are distributed amongst the web and the 
purchasers. 

 Assist to improve competitiveness via taxation regulations. 
  
CroNoMar has already done several studies where we were cooping together with Boatbuilding 

Cluster, Affiliation of Marine Equipment Manufacturers and also we managed to make Croatian 
shipyards competitive when it comes to aluminium boats production. Together with experience 
gained from Norwegian shipbuilding sector and already mentioned studies and project in Croatia, 
CroNoMar can be active partner for starting up Purchasing company.  

 
CroNoMar would like to discuss with other players in Croatian maritime equipment industry, to 

define business model and set-up join Purchasing Company, where we would like to be a partner 
with limited ownership of 20%. 

 

Maritime Equipment as part of Packages 

Some of World leaders in ship design are using their design to sell maritime equipment in 
packages together with design. This design and maritime equipment packaging is more and more 
attractive to other ship designer, where they are looking for maritime producers’ worldwide to be 
part of their packages.  

 
In one of chapters of this study (Appendix 2 - Maritime Equipment as Packages) we were 

discussing about option to sell equipment as part of the maritime equipment packages.  Such 
business model is well functioning in some other countries, where we found Rolls Royce Maritime as 
role model for this way of doing business.  

Since other shipyards are trying to copy above mentioned model we believe that CroNoMar can 
contribute to create such Maritime Equipment Packages by which we would orient towards 
shipyards Worldwide for Croatian Maritime Equipment Manufactures. In this way Croatian 
packages can be created or they can become a part of already existing Maritime Equipment 
Packages.  

CroNoMar network of shipyards where some of them are World leaders in selling design together 
with packages would be of a great importance when it comes to be a part of maritime equipment 
packages either of those shipyards or to create new packages for any other shipyards.   

 
Several companies are already selected as a prosperous one regards already defined maritime 

equipment packages by CroNoMar in chapter “Maritime Equipment as Packages”. Defined maritime 
equipment packages by CroNoMar doesn’t constitute or limit final definition of packages as such, 
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where for any other idea of maritime equipment packaging Croatian producers of maritime 
equipment can be found in Appendix 2.   

 

Series Production 

Still many of maritime equipment producers are manufacturing custom products. Investment in 
market research and development of standard products, just like using licence production would 
increase global competitiveness. 

This is two sided:  
1. Sell and build order-book that allow for series production 
2. Develop products for series production including sub-suppliers 

 A series production means more repetitive production, less prototyping, less failure and more 
reliable/robust product for less cost. 

 
CroNoMar would like to discuss with some of maritime equipment producers how to find ways 

to sell series of products instead of selling custom products. For those companies CroNoMar would 
like to be a consultant, starting up new business model where focus from R&D should be 
redirected to licence production or sales channels.  

 

Create a Professional Ship Design and Engineering Company 

Croatian shipbuilding industry at this moment is not performing as the competitors do, where 
Croatians are losing their competitiveness in many segments of the value chain, from design to 
finished products. With such a performance they should find a new business model for their 
services/products, where Professional Ship Design and Engineering Company can be one of the 
solutions.  

 
Such company could than take a leading position as follows: 

 Design purpose vessels where a series can be foreseen, but at the same time specialize 
shipyard industry with advanced equipment as part of design/equipment packages. 

 Purchasing of equipment in global competitive market with developed professional 
purchasing organization. 

 Sell design and packages to yards and customers. 

 Make a system where most of the ship value is created by suppliers with as few as 
possible middleman in between purchaser and producer.  

 
Croatian shipyards have quality engineering resources and all of them are used for internal 

purposes, designing ships and creating blueprints for their own shipyards. If they show willingness  
to raise their engineering potential on a levels where their final customers will be sitting all over 
the World, CroNoMar would like to play a role creating such a company.  
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8 Appendix 1 – Maritime Equipment as Packages 

With respect to gathered data regarding Croatian Maritime Equipment Industry we will come with 
few companies for which ones we believe there could be potential on global perspective, either as 
part of international equipment packages or complete Croatian equipment packages. Complete 
overview of Croatian Maritime Equipment producers can be found in Appendix 1.  

Therefore this chapter will be divided on several segments which will represent maritime 
equipment packages. For each of individual maritime equipment packages few Croatian companies 
will be described as potential package partner.  

The list of maritime equipment packages is listed bellow, where packages are created regarding 
similar maritime equipment package solutions in Norwegian maritime industry and regarding to 
Croatian maritime equipment producers (Appendix 2). 

1) Gear – Shaft – Propeller equipment 
2) Generators and Electric motors  
3) Pumps, Valves, Valve-actuators, Heat-Exchangers  
4) Deck machinery; winches, capstans, constant tension mooring equipment 
5) Deck Equipment – Cranes, Ramps and Hatch-covers 
6) Ship Interiors 
7) Simpler mechanical steel and aluminium constructions like gangways, railing, stairs and 

platforms, manholes, window frames, watertight doors, steel skids/frames for mounting of 
pumps, motors, etc. 

8.1 Gear, Shaft, Propeller, Steering Gears, Rudder Equipment Package  

For this maritime equipment package four companies will be proposed, where two of them as 
propeller producers, one as gear boxes and one as shaft producer.  

 
SCAM Marine (Rijeka) is Croatian company established in 1989 as the workshop for the 

manufacturing of the hydraulic steering gears and the repair of the marine engines. Since then they 
extended product portfolio to: marine engines parts production and engine marinization up to 250 
kW, manufacture of shafting with stern tubes and already mentioned manufacturing of the hydraulic 
steering gears, where they are one of three CE certificated companies in Europe.  

Company has 50 employees where their market is 55% domestic and 45% foreign. In this 

equipment package they could be present as a shafts producer (up to 90 mm) and propeller 
supplier for vessels up to 40 meters. 

 
JLM – Perković (Matulji) is company specialized in marinization of marine engines with Perkins 

LTD as base motor and gears and gearboxes production for tooth wheels up to 300 mm where they 
could fulfil most requiring demands. Company is employing 15 people. 

 
RS Metali (Sveta Nedjelja) produces wide range of single and serial castings in completed 

technological process from drawing to semi-finished or finished product. From their production 
portfolio casting of gearbox housing from 0.10 kg up to 350 kg would be interested. Company is 
employing 160 people, where the export is 80% of production.  

 
Ivanal (Šibenik) is company producing various casting products from aluminium, where they are 

interested to start production of aluminium propellers. Looking to the pros and cons from business 
side of this company they are market oriented towards automotive equipment with lack of 
experience in aluminium propellers production but strong wiliness to start aluminium propeller 
production. 
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Propeler Servis (Rijeka) is company specializing in manufacturing, reconditioning, modification 
and optimization of propellers both statically and dynamically balancing. With present machining 
equipment limitation of their production is up to 2 meters and 550 kg fox fix blades propellers and 
blades up to 1.3 meters on pitch propellers. In reconstruction and reparation they are able to work 
with propellers up to 10 meters. Company has more than 400 models of different propellers and 
employ 10 people, where their service includes design and manufacturing of propelled.  

8.2 Generators and Electric motors  

Tema (Pula) is company producing permanent magnet motors and generators. Whether you need 
a simple modification or a complete custom design, Tema have engineering and manufacturing 
resources to get the job done – on spec, on schedule, on budget. Company is designing, analyse, field 
test and fabricate permanent magnet motors or generators. As addition they have Tr4U training 
program where trough education they can educate customers personnel to make equipment 
perform at its full capacity. Product range is: 

- Large permanent magnets motors with reluctance support: 350-1000 kW; 0-2500 rpm; 750-
2430 kg 

- Large radial magnetization motors: 100-350 kW; constant EMF at 1000 rpm; 360-1285 kg 
 
OMV Indoil (Zagreb) is in ownership of company specialized for casting ultra pure steels, whose 

purpose was casting of elements for prime circle of nuclear power plant. For engine and generator 

housing this could be good company.  

 
3. Maj-Tibo (Rijeka) with high quality electric switch gears assembly: power units with tank 

capacities from 30 to 1200 lit; Tailor maid control consoles. 

8.3 Pumps, Valves, Valve-actuators, Heat-exchangers  

Vitek (Bregana) Until today Vitek is manufacturer and supplier offering a wide range of industrial 
valves, on the other hand they are partner giving competent advice, guaranteeing short delivery 
times, and providing design and production in accordance with individual customer requirements. 

Main products from them are: butterfly valves DN40-500, non return check valves DN25-350, ball 
valves DN15-125, pressure actuated pinch valves DN40-200 and other piping elements. On request 
from our customers they are providing certificates from Registers. 

 
OMV Indoil (Zagreb) is a company specialized in production of industrial and ship valves DM15-

300, fittings, pipes, flanges, for process, oil and petrochemical industry, tunnel and mining profiles 

where their speciality is project packages of pipeline material and valves.  

In total company employs 35 people with 25% of export.  

 
JLM – Perković (Matulji) is company fabricating HTA hydraulic valve actuators designed and 

developed in company, where they are tested up to 205 bar. For this product they are looking for 
strategic partner. 

 
TPK Nova (Zagreb) as a part of Saacke Group, with product range of burners and boilers from 1 to 

80 MW, offers a solution for any application in shipbuilding and off-shore technology firing any 
gaseous or liquid fuel. 
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8.4 Deck machinery; winches, capstans, davits, mooring systems 

Adria Winch (Split) is small but versatile company able to give problem solution or design 
together with fabricating of: cable lifters & anchor/mooring wincher for 11-87 mm chains and up to 
350 kN; special winches for research and maritime applications in speed range 0.5-80 m/min; 
capstans up to 100 kN and chains from 11-50 mm, davits & fast rescue boat davits from 5-20 kN, 
electrical and hydraulic deck equipment – power units, vector control, mooring systems; yachts 
anchor winches for boats up to 36 m.  So far company has partnership with Odim, where trough this 
company they have entrance to Norwegian market. 

 
Vulkan – Nova (Rijeka) is a factory of cranes and ship equipment where in their production 

program we can find windlass mooring winches 8-40 tons; towing winches 5-30 tons and speed up to 
20 m/min; electrical/hydraulic capstans 2-20 tons;  vertical windlass 2-20 tons; chain stoppers with 
design force 0.8 MBL. 

 
Radež (Blato) a company with long tradition in designing, manufacturing as well as on-site 

mounting of emergency towing equipment, davits, winches, capstans. All deck equipment they 
produce has already been tested in numerous large ships they already equipped. 

8.5 Cranes, Ramps and Hatch-covers 

Radež (Blato) designing, manufacturing as well as on-site mounting of hatch-covers, deck cranes 
and RO-RO equipment. Radež has production for MacGregor and TTS at this moment. On a longer 
run they would like to negotiate options to become part of packages if their agreement with 
mentioned companies for bigger equipment won’t be exclusive in the future, and for small 
equipment they would like to be in maritime equipment packages right away.  

 
Vulkan – Nova (Rijeka) in their production program we can find; engine room cranes 0.5-10 tons; 

provision cranes 1-10 tons. 

8.6 Ship Interiors  

3. Maj-Tibo (Rijeka) is company manufacturing marine sanitary cabins within their production 
marine program. The cabins have been manufactured in accordance with technical specifications and 

proven solutions for marine application; floor ceramic tiles, steel plate cabin walls, floors and doors 
with thermal/acoustic insulation outside and zinc-protected PVC covered in inner side. Walls are made 
in “C” class, ceiling in “BO” or “C” class and doors in “C” or “B15” class.  

8.7 Simpler mechanical steel and aluminium constructions  

The more efficient and higher cost shipyards want primary to be integrators and system suppliers.  
That means that the integrator is also looking for sub-suppliers for all “in between” equipment like 
gangways, railing, stairs and platforms, manholes, window frames, watertight doors, pullets, steel 
skids/frames for mounting of pumps, motors, etc. 

There are numerous producers of such products like:  

 Radež 

 3. Maj Tibo 

 Sibnaval 

 NCP 

 Centar Oprema 

 … 
and they can be found in Apendix 1.  
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9 Appendix 2 – Croatian Marine Equipment Producers Overview 

Croatian Chamber of Economy has already created list of Croatian Marine Equipment Producers 
where we will refer to that list as follows.  

 

 
 
Marine Equipment Producers will be listed in accordance with table list above where we will identify 
how many of producers are in each of mentioned area and how are they divided by their products.  
Also short description of products and activities for each company will be presented. 

9.1 Engine Room 

9.1.1 Overview of Equipment Producers by Companies in Engine Room 

This chapter will give brief description of each Croatian company involved in production of marine 
equipment and where those equipment regionally defined will be placed in engine room on ship. 
Few data will be mentioned for each company, starting from production programme, number of 
employees, strategic alliances and ownership.  

3. Maj Tibo d.d. – Matulji 

Production programme: 

 Bilge oil/water separator 

 Marine incinerator 

 Marine sanitary cabins 

 Fire proof marine doors 

 Fire proof bulkhead and ceiling panels 

 Hydraulically operated valves remote control system 

 Electric switch gear assemblies 

3. Maj – Motori i Dizalice d.d. (Engines and Cranes) – Rijeka 

Production programme: 

 Marine Diesel Engines under SULZER license covered through Wärtsilä (3440-32400 kW) 

 Cranes production as official MacGregor cranes partner (tankers, bulk carriers, containers, 
provision cranes and engine room cranes) 
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 Service and spare parts (cylinder liners, covers, pistons, water guide jackets) 

 Other products (storage tanks, pressure vessels, columns, heat exchangers, coolers, oxygen 
receivers) 

Adriadiesel d.d. – Karlovac (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Adriadiesel has 280 employees. Regarding ownership there are three mayor owners; RH (Uljanik d.d.) 
with 35.10%, Uljanik d.d. with 30.63% and Jadranska ulaganja d.d. with 22.69%. 
Adriadiesel d.d. is a factory for production of diesel engines and spare parts, as well as other power 
equipment, and it also provides services in overhauls, machining and heat treatment. The company is 
equipped with machinery for production of four-stroke diesel engines produced according to Licence 
Agreement with MAN Diesel SE, including the test bed. Annual capacities are 220 000 hours; 100 000 
hours in machining, 10 000 hours in heat treatment, 60 000 hours in locksmith-piping-welding works 
and 50 000 hours in assembly. 

Armator Projekt d.o.o. – Split (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Company ARMATOR PROJEKT is fully private company with 20 employees.  
Company activities are divided in three as follows: 

 Shipbuilding modules (HFO booster models, water treatment, compressed air modules, 
special modules 

 Consultancy and design. Production of documentation for building of the ships. 

 Servicing and starting up: With certified service engineers we are servicing/starting products 
of VAF Instruments ( ie. viscometers, flowmeters, O.D.M.E), Boll & Kirch filters, Kral pumps. 

 Yearly production capacity is 50 fuel booster modules, 12 water treatment modules, complete sets 
of separator modules for 10 ships, 30 small special modules. Their main business partners except 
shipyard in Croatia are Saacke – Germany, Wärtsilä – Finland, Spirax-Sarco – Italy, Alfa-Laval – 
Sweden.  

ATM Ltd – Zagreb 

ATM Zagreb has a long time experience and references in the automation techniques, including 
production of control valves and actuators as its base directions. Know-how in the field of 
automation includes standard and special control valves, steam reforming valves, pneumatic 
actuators and measuring techniques. So far their market regarding shipbuilding industry is Croatian 
shipyards.  

Brodoarmatura d.o.o. – Matulji 

Small company specialized in valves and strainers production with 6 employees.  
Production programme regards globe valves, angle globe valves, stop check valves, angle stop check 
valves, check valves, angle check valves, storm valves, plug valves, gate valves, ball valves, strainers, 
angle strainers, steam traps, quick couplings, vent pipes. 

Brodosplit – Dizalice d.o.o. - Split 

Company is providing engineering, production and maintenance for engine room and provision 
service cranes.  

Brodosplit – Tvornica Diesel Motora d.o.o. - Split 

Company is established for engines production under MAN license. Yearly production is 10 two-
stroke (up to 24880 kW) and 20 four-stroke engines (650 – 1040 kW). At this moment they have 320 
employees with yearly income of 3030 mil USD 

Centar Oprema d.o.o. – Rijeka 

Company is a limited liability company with 100 per cent ownership held by small shareholders 
(current and previous employees). Present situation is 50 employees, mostly blacksmiths, where 
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production programme is: ventilation elements, pipeline girders, engine workshop metal furniture, 
cabinets, workshop overhead dolly pulley, engraving and ship scale-model construction.    

Croatia Pumpe Nova d.o.o. – Karlovac  

CROATIA PUMPE NOVA Ltd. is the first and the largest Croatian pump manufacturer, where their 
production program consists of 12 pump groups, of their own design and of versatile application, 
which are manufactured in 250 different sizes and more than 500 different designs. Their capacities 
range from 10 – 40000 m3/h and their total manometric head from 0.1 – 150 bar, which ranks Croatia 
Pumpe among the greatest pump manufactures in the world. 

Đuro Đaković Aparati d.d. – Slavonski Brod 

Production programme of Đuro Đakovid is: breathing equipment, high pressure fittings and gas 
installations for technical and medical gasses, technical and medical gasses, gas heating systems, re-
attestation of pressure vessels and service, services of metal machining. 

Đuro Đaković Kompenzatori d.o.o. – Slavonski Brod (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Đuro Đakovid Kompenzatori is independent company specialized for production of stainless steel and 
high alloy expansion joints. Their production programme is different types of bellows; range of 
circular expansion joints (in diameter) is from 15 mm up to 8000 mm and rectangular expansion 
joints without limitation. 
At the moment company employs 160 employees, where 90% of their production is export.  

Elektromehanika d.o.o. – Rijeka 

Company is mostly related with steelworks, cranes, travel lifts, various metal constructions and 
biodisc manufacturing; also their area of interest is on electrical motors & generator maintenance, 
diesel generator assembly and electrical switchboards design & manufacturing. The company offers 
complete solutions which include designing, producing and commissioning facilities in marine, 
offshore and mainland appliances. 

HIP d.o.o. – Zagreb 

Production programme of HIP is: manometers, thermometers, valves, measuring instruments for 
flow, pressure, level, temperature, humidity 

Komet d.o.o. – Prelog (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Production programme of Komet is: exhaust gas system silencers, spark arresters, hot galvanized 
gratings, metal constructions 

Končar – Generatori i Motori d.d. – Zagreb 

Their organization consists of three Business Areas: Hydrogenerators, Turbogenerators and Services 
and Motors, employing a staff of 420 employees and having 25000 m2 of production facilities. 
Production programme is asynchronous electric motors for propulsion, bow thruster, pumps, 
winches and cranes up to 10000 kW; water jacket cooled motors designed for application in speed 
and torque regulated drives for ship propulsion, winches, other regulated drives; Various air cooled 
and standard water cooled motors. 

Končar – Mali Električni Strojevi d.d. – Zagreb 

Končar - MES is a manufacturer electric motors, fans and electrical drives. Company is in a 100% 
ownership of Končar Electrical Industries Group and employs 200 employees, with production 
capacity of 150.000 motors per year. They produce marine use motors, mechanical protection, 
centrifugal and axial fans, special fans and blowers, special gearboxes and also service and overhaul 
of such drives.  
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Metalna Oprema d.d. – Senj 

Metal Oprema employs 115 employees, where production programme is: engine room 
foundation, non structural tanks, hydrophores, container guides, cargo gib cranes, air ducts and 
masts, manholes, flanges, bitts and chocks, cable protection boxes. 

Metalska Industrija Varaždin d.d. – Varaždin (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

In cooperation and business connections with large valve producers in Europe the enterprise is 
selling today 70% of its products on foreign markets.  With an annual production of 9000 tons of 
castings and 7500 tons of valves and fittings, the "MIV" is classed with the greatest producers of such 
equipments in Europe. 
The enterprise is organized as a public limited company with approximately 750 employees. 

MPD Tvornica Pumpi d.d. – Daruvar 

Production program of MPD is oriented to ship building pumps production, where they have 100 
employees. 

NCP – Repair Shipyard – Šibenik (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Their production program is piping for ship systems.  

Nova Tvornica Kliznih Ležajeva d.o.o. – Duga Resa 

The production range includes the production of all type of basic, thrust and fly bearings as well as 
thrust rings, sliding segments and bushings. 

OMV-Indoil d.o.o. – Zagreb (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Company production programme is different type of valves (globe, angle globe, stop check, angle 
stop check, gate, ball) than strainers, steam traps, quick couplings and shipbuilding modules.  

Pastor Inženjering d.d. – Rakitje 

Production programme of Pastor is design, production and maintenance of: fire fighting and fire 
detection equipment, alarm and security systems, explosive and toxic gases detection, 
environmental protection and safety at work.   

Pecon d.o.o. – Zagreb (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Basic activities of our company are engineering, equipment manufacture for processing industries 
and trade, with production programme of mechanical and electrical design, heating, cooling and 
ventilating units, plate coolers, heat exchangers, fresh water generators and sterilizators, 
hydrophores, water filters, tanks and atmospheric dump condensers.  

Tema d.o.o. – Pula 

Production programme is oriented to permanent magnet variable speed electric motors and 
permanent magnet generators, both up to 1200 kW.  

TPK Nova d.o.o. – Zagreb (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Company is member of Saacke group, where their production programme is marine boilers, pressure 
vessels, heat exchangers.  

Teri-Crotek d.o.o. – Rijeka 

Production programme is electric equipment foundations, stairways and rails in engine rooms, 
flanges, connections and plugs on auxiliary engines, piston pump foundations. They employ 535 
employees.  
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Tvornica Turbina Karlovac d.o.o. – Karlovac (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Production programme in TTK is: marine centrifugal pumps, water ejectors and marine heat 
exchangers. Also company carries out overhauls on marine equipment such as rotating machines and 
heat exchangers.  

Uljanik Tesu d.d. – Pula 

Company production profile is: generators (licensed by Siemens or own design, with or without 
PMG), than gensets and switchboards (main, emergency, starting, power and lighting distribution 
boards, control consoles). 

Uljanik Storjogradnja d.d. – Pula 

They are an independent company from Uljanik group, full owned by the group. Their production 
programme is mostly slow speed diesel engines under MAN license, and also components for diesel 
engines, shaftline bearings, shaftline hydraulic bolts.  

Univerzal d.o.o. – Zagreb 

Production program of Univerzal consist of: flexible rubber hoses, fittings and coupling, metal flexible 
hoses and expansion joints, intermediate joints for steel and brass non-flexible tubes and pipes, non 
flexible systems, conveyor belts, rubber sheets and profiles, valves, strainers, mud-boxes, pipe 
fittings and flanges, gaskets, multi core tubes, tube bundles and all type of wire netting.  

Ventilator – TVUS d.o.o. – Zagreb (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Production programme is: various fan types (axial, centrifugal etc, hermogen, boilers and HVAC 
systems and components.   

Vitek Ventil Tehnik d.o.o. – Bregana (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

 Production programme of Vitek is different type of valves; butterfly, pinch, ball, non-return flaps and 
pipeline elements. 

Vulkan-Nova d.o.o. – Rijeka (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

“Factory of cranes and ship equipment”. Company is producing various types of cranes, such as 
bridge and jib cranes, monorail runways, cranes for marinas, hoists, crane equipment, engine-room 
cranes, portal and semi-portal cranes. Beside cranes company is producing winches, capstans and 
chain stoppers, bollards and fairleads.   

9.1.2 Overview of Equipment Producers by Products in Engine Room 

In above described overview of Croatian equipment producers related to engine room space, 
where most of products are valves and engines or generators. Therefore, aim of this chapter is to 
create overview of products, where the table will describe product portfolio in relation with number 
of companies involved in production of each product.  
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There are numerous producers of valves and pumps in Croatia. Some of producers are quite good 
and oriented to global market, where their products can be part of equipment packages worldwide. 
On the other hand there are quite a number of engine producers, where these engines are big ones, 
custom made for each new building and mostly produced under license (MAN, Sulzer...). Among 
these engine producers which cannot be even considered as equipment but rather as project 
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building producers, there is Tema Company, producing permanent magnet motors and generators, 
what could be product for global market. Vulkan-Nova Company as crane producer has to be 
considered for equipment packages just like valve producers. 

9.2  Deck Equipment 

9.2.1 Overview of Equipment Producers by Companies on Deck 

This chapter will give brief description of each Croatian company involved in production of marine 
equipment and where those equipment regionally defined will be placed on deck on ship. Few data 
will be mentioned for each company, starting from production programme, number of employees, 
strategic alliances and ownership.  

3. Maj – Motori i Dizalice d.d. (Engines and Cranes) – Rijeka see above 

Production programme: 

 Electro-hydraulic cargo deck cranes under MacGregor Hagglunds license 

 Hose handling cranes 

 Provision cranes 

Adria Winch d.o.o. – Split (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Adria Winch is company employing 95 people, strategically connected with Odim ASA form Norway, 
with yearly turnover of 7 mil euro, where most of their production programme is exported.  
And the production programme is composed of winches, chain stoppers, bitts and chocks, cranes and 
davits, drilling machines, shafting and hydraulic equipment.  

Brodoarmatura d.o.o. – Matulji see above 

Centar Oprema d.o.o. – Rijeka see above 

Croatia Pumpe Nova d.o.o. – Karlovac see above 

Gumiservis d.d. – Rijeka 

Company is producing rubber profiles, packings, plates, joints, couplings, washers, coatings, shock-
absorbers, wheels, rollers and buffers.  

Hempel d.o.o. – Umag 

Company is under the Hempel group, producing marine paints, protective coatings and yacht and 
decorative paints. They employ 111 employees, with production capacity of 10 million liters per year. 
They are present both on domestic as on the foreign market. 

Ko-Flex d.o.o. – Bregi 

Company is in flexible hoses production, where their products are: couplings and hoses for hydraulic 
and pneumatic systems, compressed air, gases, ventilation, sand blasting, water steam, fuel and 
chemicals. 

Končar – Mali Električni Strojevi d.d. – Zagreb see above 

In addition to already mentioned above product portfolio is special electro motors for capstans, 
winches and ship’s crane drives, marine use motors deck or below deck use, DC electromagnetic 
motors, automatic digital control systems for anchor and mooring winches, gearboxes for winches 
and cranes. 

Marus – ATM – Zagreb  

Company is specialized in engineering, projecting, manufacturing, mounting, commissioning, service 
and maintenance, where they employ 20 people, and they one of the leading companies in process 
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control instrumentation in Croatia. Scope of product is pneumatic and electric control valves, 
pneumatic actuators and measuring techniques.  

Metalska Industrija Varaždin d.d. – Varaždin see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Metalna Oprema d.d. – Senj see above 

MPD Tvornica Pumpi d.d. – Daruvar see above 

As an addition to above mentioned production programme air vent heads for ballast tanks is added.  

Montmontaža – Greben d.o.o. – Vela Luka 

Company employs 150 people, producing lifesaving equipment (lifeboats, rescue boats, davits, 
lifebuoys and lifejackets). 

Obrada Šuškić d.d. – Galižana (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Company is specialized in production of hydraulic cylinders and hydraulics for hatch covers where 
some of their customers are MacGregor and TTS. 

OMV-Indoil d.o.o. – Zagreb see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Pastor Inženjering d.d. – Rakitje see above 

Radež d.d. – Blato (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Company has 460 shareholders and 420 employees. Their production program is all deck equipment 
except mooring winches including hatch covers, Ro-Ro equipment, car decks, elevators; deck cranes; 
aluminum gangways and ladders; emergency towing equipment; water and gastight doors; davits 
and winches and drums.  
They have limited contract with MacGregor and TTS. 

Rotometal – Promet d.o.o. – Samobor 

Production programme is: hatches for cargo tanks access and for tank cleaning, manholes, fuel oil 
intake filters and outfitting interiors in stainless steel.  

Sigma Coating d.d. – Rijeka 

Company is producing marine and yacht paints. 

Teri-Crotek d.o.o. – Rijeka see above 

As addition to above mentioned company is also producing stairways and rails, chains on outside 
rails, hatches, bits, main mast and anchor chain fastening mechanism. 

Tvornica Turbina Karlovac d.o.o. – Karlovac see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

As addition to above mentioned company is producing deck cargo heaters and sea water heaters. 

Uljanik Tesud.d.  – Pula see above 

As addition to above mentioned company is also producing electric motors for mooring winches and 
windlasses, spare parts and synchronous generators.  

Univerzal d.o.o. – Zagreb see above 

Ventilator – TVUS d.o.o. – Zagreb see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Vitek Ventil Tehnik d.o.o. – Bregana see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Vulkan-Nova d.o.o. – Rijeka see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

9.2.2 Overview of Equipment Producers by Products on Deck 

In above described overview of Croatian equipment producers related to deck area portfolio of 
products installed on deck will be presented in relation with number of producers.  
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For Deck Equipments, products like valves, pumps, winches, cranes and hatch covers have to be 
pointed as equipment where Croatian producers can play on global market and/or to be part of 
equipment packages for Norwegian shipyards but also worldwide.   
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9.3 Accommodation 

9.3.1 Overview of Equipment Producers by Companies in Accommodation Area 

This chapter will give brief description of each Croatian company involved in production of marine 
equipment and where those equipment regionally defined will be placed in accommodation area. 
Few data will be mentioned for each company, starting from production programme, number of 
employees, strategic alliances and ownership. For data already mentioned in previous chapters we 
will refer to them. 

3. Maj Tibo d.d. – Matulji see above 

As addition to above mentioned product portfolio company is producing marine sanitary cabins, and 
sanitary incinerator for burning crude oil.  

Adriadiesel d.d. – Karlovac see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Product portfolio is waste compactor, shredders and glass chrusher.  

Brodoplast d.o.o. – Split 

Company is manufacturing reinforced fibreglass components and equipment (ceilings, floors, 
bulkheads, sanitary equipment). 

Alprom – Jurdani 

Production of sheet metal products (housing, cabinets, switchboards and control panels), aluminium 
and other metal furniture equipment (accommodation ladders, gangways, watertight doors). 

Centar Oprema d.o.o. – Rijeka see above 

As addition to mentioned above company is producing metal beds, stainless steel gallery range-hood 
and various kind of marine fittings (door-hinges, hooks, chalice carriers, shelves, bolts and other 
fittings). 

Đuro Đaković Aparati d.d. – Slavonski Brod see above 

Hespo d.o.o. – Prelog 
Company if part of Hilding Anders Group, with 300 employees and in marine production programme 
they have non-inflammable mattresses. 

Inker – industrija keramike I porculana d.d. – Krapina 

Company is producing sanitary and porcelain products.  
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Jedinstvo d.d. – Krapina 

Company employs 500 employees, where their production programme is office and sanitary 
containers, steel construction, profiled and galvanized steel, aluminium and zinc castings, lighting 
posts, anodes. Company is keen for cooperation in production.  

KGK d.o.o. – Karlovac 

Production programme consist of: non-consumable material, inboard deck levelling mortal and heat 
insulating materials. 

Klimatehnika Pintarić d.o.o. – Čakovec 

Production and installation of air condition and ventilation system and insulation, cabin units with or 
without reheat. 

Klimavent d.o.o. – Šapjane 

Producing elements and components of insulated and non-insulated pipelines and ducts for 
ventilation and air condition system. 

Klimaoprema d.d. – Samobor 

Company is producing air conditioning systems, ventilation and cleanroom technology equipment.  

Kompas d.o.o. – Rijeka 

Company production programme is: nautical instruments, fire fighting armature and fittings, sanitary 
armature and nautical sales programme. 

Lipik Glas d.o.o. – Lipik (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Company employs 280 employees producing cast and tempered glass, laminated plain and bend 
glass and quartz sand.  

Metalna Oprema d.d. – Senj see above 

Merkur 5 Metalplastika d.o.o. – Makarska 

Ship’s side scuttles and windows, window boxes, closing devices and other casting products, 
aluminium and copper alloys based. 

Naronaplast d.o.o. – Metković 

Production of various cross-section ventilation piping, plastic reinforced canvas, PVC pipes, ecco 
floating sea fences and plastic coated wire ropes.  

NCP – Repair Shipyard – Šibenik see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

As an addition they produce accommodation ladders, waterproof doors, sky lights, platforms, 
ventilation ducts, davits and derricks, internal furniture.  

Pastor Inženjering d.d. – Rakitje see above 

Pro-Klima d.o.o. – Samobor 

Production of modular, ceiling, pool and hygienic air handling units, air heaters, control switchboxes, 
sheet metal processing, powder coating and ventilation equipment together with sheet metal 
processing.  

Primat – RD d.o.o. – Hrvatski Leskovec 

Production of metal and wooden hospital furniture and equipment, wooden chairs, tables, beds and 
metal cabinets. 

Regeneracija d.d. – Zabok 

Company is producing special purpose fabrics and coverings for marine industry.  
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Riječki Akustički Inženjering d.o.o. – Rijeka 

Production of ATF cover and bulkhead panels, fire and gas resistant doors, sound insulated doors and 
windows, floating floors, windows and scuttles, windows boxes, cold rooms, spark arresters and 
exhaust noise dampers, vibration mounts.  

Teri-Crotek d.o.o. – Rijeka see above 

9.3.2 Overview of Equipment Producers by Products in Accommodation space 

For section of Accommodation space production of sanitary equipment regarding ceramic bowls, 
floor, ceiling and wall covering have to be pointed out, where there is a still opportunity for building 
sanitary blocks. Also we can find a lot of producers of sheet metal cabinets of different purpose and 
at the end of these section producers of HVAC where some of them already have global market 
products but many would still have to improve their product with design and with production 
processes where they would have to move to more series production.  
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9.4 Electric Equipment 

9.4.1 Overview of Producers of Electric Equipment 

Croatian producers of electric equipment will be described in this chapter. Few data will be 
mentioned for each company, starting from production programme, number of employees, strategic 
alliances and ownership.  

A.B.E. Inženjering d.o.o. – Rijeka 

Main activities of the company are sales, installation and service of marine electronics, where their 
programme is navigation electronic system and equipment; radio and satellite communication 
equipment for use at sea and internal communication systems; terrestrial and satellite TV systems 
for the reception and distribution of radio signals at sea and CCTV surveillance system; searchlight 
and signalling lights; training marine simulators for navy schools, universities and shipping 
companies.  

Elektrokem d.o.o. – Sesvete 

Company employs 70 employees where their product portfolio consist of: battery chargers with 
microprocessors, rectifiers, power supply, uninterruptible power supply, electronic converters for 
lighting and electronic distribution boards.  

Elektromehanika d.o.o. – Rijeka see above 

They are in production of fire detection and alarm systems and signalling panels.  

ELKA kabeli d.o.o. – Zagreb 

At present, ELKA kabeli d.o.o. has a total of 520 employees, and it is 100% owned by ELKA d.d. Their 
product range different type’s power and signalling cables, mining and welding cables, aluminium 
and Al alloy overhead conductors, steel rope and slings for cranes and ships and optical ground wire. 
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Ferotehna d.o.o. – Rijeka 

Company employs 130 employees in 8 countries. Their product portfolio is various kind of marine 
lighting where some of products are: luminaries, fluorescent lamps in liner tiles and for surface 
mounting – waterproof fitting, table fitting and watertight standard light. In marine equipment 
program they have watertight and light-controlled switches, HNA plug and socket, HNA socket with 
switch and junction boxes. 

Inelteh d.o.o. – Rijeka (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Company production programme is as follows: 

 Signalization –columns, sirens and bells 

 Navigation – navigation and signal panels, watch monitoring and calling systems 

 Automation – pump controllers and emergency engine telegraphs 

 Level detecting and measurement – magnetic switches and measurements, high and overfill 
alarm system, ultrasonic liquid level detectors, water ingress detection system 

 Ships internal communication – talk back and public address systems 

Končar – Elektronika I Informatika d.d. – Zagreb  

Company qualified in designing, consulting and engineering of DC and AC power supplies up to 400 
kVA and they are able to service and repair this kind of equipment.  

Končar – Niskopodne Sklopke I Prekidači d.o.o. – Zagreb 

They produce rotary cam switches, molded case circuits breakers, contractors and thermal relays, 
resistors and rotor starters and manual motor starters.   

Makrochem d.o.o. – Split 

Company is producing cable clamps/ties, strip connectors and PVC base for band-it band- 

Marus – ATM d.o.o. – Zagreb 

Company is producing thermometers, resistance, thermocouples, manometers, acreditated lab for 
calibration of pressure and temperature gauges and they service and maintain mentioned products.  

Vi – Tea d.o.o. – Zagreb 

Company’s production programme is: explosion-proof plugs and socket-outlets, plugs and socket-
outlets, single pole connector, modular distribution boxes and portable lamps and lanterns.  

Uljanik Tesu d. d. – Pula see above 

Company is producing: main and emergency switchboards, starting boards, power and lighting 
distribution boards and control consoles and electronic units.  

UTE d.o.o. – Pula 

Company is dealing with design and production of: printed circuit boards, voltage generators, 
rectifiers-chargers, marine electronic components and process controlling.  
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9.4.2 Overview of Electric Equipment Producers by their Products 

In this section some companies producing lighting and communication can be pointed as prosperous 
ones. Others are pretty big and inert, where they fit better to civil construction equipment than to 
marine equipment.  
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9.5 Cargo System 

9.5.1 Overview of Cargo System Producers  

Croatian producers of cargo system equipment will be described in this chapter. Few data will be 
mentioned for each company, starting from production programme, number of employees, strategic 
alliances and ownership.  

Croatia Pumpe Nova d.o.o. – Karlovac see above 

Đuro Đaković – Strojan Obrada d.o.o. – Slavonski Brod 

Company is producing components for deck and engine room cranes, slewing rings and reduction 
gears.  

Gumiimpex-GRP d.d. – Varaždin 

Rubber based technical items, foam plates and profiles, rubber coatings, granulates and buffing.  

HIP d.o.o. – Zagreb see above 

Končar – Mali Električni Strojevi d.d. – Zagreb see above 

Ventilation systems for cargo space and ventilation equipment for fire hazardous areas, special 
design fans and ATEX certified products.  

Metalna Oprema d.d. – Senj see above 

 

Metalska Industrija Varaždin d.d. – Varaždin see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

NCP – Repair Shipyard – Šibenik see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

As an addition they produce hatch covers with fittings, platforms and hoistable decks, masts and 
derrick. 
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OMV-Indoil d.o.o. – Zagreb see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Pastor Inženjering d.d. – Rakitje see above 

Tvornica Turbina d.o.o. – Karlovac see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

Univerzal d.o.o. – Zagreb see above 

Teri-Crotek d.o.o. – Rijeka see above 

In addition to above mentioned they produce connections and plugs for non-structural tanks and 
hatch covers on bilge well.  

Vitek Ventil Tehnik d.o.o. – Bregana see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

9.5.2 Overview of Electric Equipment Producers by their Products 
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9.6 Other Equipment 

9.6.1 Overview of Other Equipment Producers  

Croatian producers of other equipment will be described in this chapter. Few data will be mentioned 
for each company, starting from production programme, number of employees, strategic alliances 
and ownership.  

A.B.E. Inženjering d.o.o. – Rijeka see above 

In addition to above mentioned company is producing fire detection equipment and fire detectors, 
liquid cargo loading control, level, temperature and pressure gauges, cathodic and electrochemical 
protection. 

Brodoplast d.o.o. – Split see above 

In addition they are manufactures of cases and pipelines. 

CMC Sisak d.o.o. – Sisak 

Company is producing guide shoes, mooring chocks, bearing supports, chain wheels, rudder castings 
and stern tubes.  

DM Signal Ptfe d.o.o. – Ploče 

Company production programme is glassfibre gypsum tapes, insulation tapes, glass, keram seals and 
gland packing.  

Elektromehanika d.o.o. – Rijeka see above 

In addition to above mentioned they produce azimuth jet bow-thrusters.  

Elektromehanika – Sklad d.d. – Zadar 

Company is in production of metal structures, marine ladders and marine fences in stainless steel.  
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Felis Produkt d.o.o. – Sisak 

Company is producing guide shoes, mooring chocks, bearing supports, chain wheels, rudder castings 
and stern tubes.  

JLM-Perković d.o.o. – Matulji 

Company production programme is gears, hydraulic actuators, clutches and marine gear boxes.  

Kelteks d.o.o. – Duga Resa 

Company is in production of thermal, acoustic and fire resistant insulation. 

Končar – Ugostiteljska Oprema d.d. – Zagreb 

Company production portfolio is thermal cooking equipment, refrigerating equipment and neutral 
kitchen equipment.  

Leda d.o.o. – Korčula 

Company is producing hydraulic hatch covers and cargo access equipment.   

Marus – ATM d.o.o. – Zagreb 

Company production programme is pneumatic and electric valves, pneumatic actuators and 
measuring techniques.  

Maziva d.o.o. – Zagreb 

Lubrication oils, diesel and heavy fuel oil, greases, solvents and conservants. 

Mariplast d.o.o. – Mučići 

The production of moulds and injection moulded plastic products.  

Megatechnic d.o.o. – Čavle 

Sanitary equipment, fire-fighting armature and fittings and metal components.  

Mehanika d.o.o. – Kraljevica 

Production program of Mehanika is: MS cable, cable run penetration, perforated plates, industrial 
gratings, handrails, drawn metal and wardrobe cupboards.  

Munja d.d. – Zagreb 

Production of starting lead batteries and cells. 

Metaflex d.o.o. – Novska 

Production of expansion bends, concentric reduction and 3D bends. 

Pneumatic d.o.o. – Ploče  

Production programme company has is: high and low flexible hydraulic pipes and fittings, metal 
flexible pipes and fittings and flanges, Teflon pipes and fittings and various connection fittings.  

RS-Metali d.d. – Sveta Nedjelja 

Production programme is casting, propellers and bronze castings.  

Somet d.o.o. – Rijeka 

Casted piping armature, level gouges, welded piping armature and foundry for cast iron, nodular cast 
iron and non ferrous metals.  

Strojar d.d. – Donja Bistra 

Nonferrous metal casting and machinery components for: rudder, propeller shafting, winches, cranes 
and engines.  
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Timel – Zagreb 

Soot blowers, portable water unit, heat exchangers and manifold reductions.  

Tvornica Turbina Karlovac d.o.o. – Karlovac see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy) 

As addition to above mentioned company is producing marine sewage treatment plants, hydrophore 
and sanitary water plants and components, water/gas separators, condensate cbservation tanks, 
buffer tanks and air receivers. 
Tvornica Lakih Metala – TLM d.d. – Šibenik 
Aluminium plates and chequered plates.  
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	Marus – ATM d.o.o. – Zagreb
	Maziva d.o.o. – Zagreb
	Mariplast d.o.o. – Mučići
	Megatechnic d.o.o. – Čavle
	Mehanika d.o.o. – Kraljevica
	Munja d.d. – Zagreb
	Metaflex d.o.o. – Novska
	Pneumatic d.o.o. – Ploče
	RS-Metali d.d. – Sveta Nedjelja
	Somet d.o.o. – Rijeka
	Strojar d.d. – Donja Bistra
	Timel – Zagreb
	Tvornica Turbina Karlovac d.o.o. – Karlovac see above (Recommended by Chamber of Economy)




